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ABSTRACT
Tensions in designing for care are often positioned as conflicts to
be resolved. We draw upon queer theories to investigate caring for
loved ones as not "in-line" with normative expectations of care as
positive and fulfilling. Through the critique of two autobiographical
design projects designed for informal, everyday care of our families, we describe four troubling orientations of care: willful detours,
selfish shortcuts, naughty invasions, and unhappy departures. From
these, we argue that tensions in care may not always be designed
against, but can also be desired and generative. We conclude by discussing a "wickedness" in caring for loved ones that problematizes
in-home technologies as attractively naughty and potentially violent, and the four orientations as resources for interaction designers
to spatially navigate tensions of domestic care.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Caring for loved ones has and will likely always be an important
domain for interaction design. In light of an ongoing pandemic, our
focus foregrounds a recent demand and shared concern worldwide
into what care might mean, do, and support as technology continues to enter our homes. Apart from technologies for remote work
and homeschooling, relevant examples designed to overcome barriers of physical distance and challenges of isolation include playful
networked communicators [59], synchronized music-listening [64],
and open-ended resources to empower aging populations [42]. Yet
new technologies in the home can also contribute to an unequal
distribution of gendered labor [53], and do not always insure that
victims of domestic violence are adequately supported [21] or safe
from technologically-mediated abuse [10]. This grounds a demand
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to investigate this design space as a wicked problem [52] whereby
technological solutions can be both appealingly playful and potentially violent. Thus, during a time when in-home technologies
are perhaps increasingly relevant, might interaction design be approaching care too simply?
Care means and does many things, and within its ambivalence of
significance and ontology are tensions and contradictions. Among
these are moments of discontent, unease, and agony rooted within
intents of compassion and goodwill. In Michelle Murphy’s call for
an “unsettling” of care [45], she cautions against always equating
care with positive feelings and encourages recognizing its potential
discomfort and non-innocence. Disturbing such assumptions aims
toward more critical practices that make accountable romantic
techno-science projects, that despite good intentions, often either
do not address or normalize painful relations and structures of care.
Such entanglements have been increasingly recognized by HCI
research that locates power and access within politics of care [11,
23, 37], and foregrounds unease as a potential byproduct within the
emotional labor of research [6, 66]. Taken together, these growing
bodies of work highlight potential negative consequences of care
across diverse domains.
This paper builds upon these threads of research into impurities of care. In our alignment with scholarship that aims to make
space for it as transformative and troubling [45, 49, 50], rather than
focusing on care giving and receiving as "straight", a gendered
repetition of it as positive and fulfilling, we draw upon queer theories [2, 44] to explore other ways care might be directed, expected,
and aligned. Additionally, we turn our attention towards "everyday" [67] technologically-mediated care at home between family
members, which we refer to as caring for loved ones. Such care
is not formalized, and is often either unrecognized or devalued
as feminine labor [56] that further risks perpetuating stereotypes
against divergent care practices [49]. As pointed out by Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha [49], a home can be a sanctuary and
refuge, yet the terms "care home" and "home care" are not without
associations of vulnerability and abuse.
Thus, designing for care can be described as a wicked problem
[52] whereby a careful design for one home might be careless in
another home. To investigate this, we ask: How can technologicallymediated care be explored as not "in-line" with normative expectations
and directions? As a result, what other orientations of domestic care
might emerge? And how might these orientations be a resource for
interaction designers navigating tensions of care?
We approach these questions through a reflexive critique of two
autobiographical design projects designed for the everyday care of
our families. The first project is the deployment and remote monitoring of simple sensors at home to speculate around the well-being
of the first author’s husband. The second project is a custom smart
home system developed by the second author to locally monitor
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her young children when they might be approaching an unsafe
area. Within our critique and through a queer phenomenology [2],
we approach care at home between loved ones as spatial to account
for the bodily ways in which humans and technology are oriented,
and use an intimate access from first-perspectives [38] to reflect
upon tensions in our care-giving and care-receiving.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first
present an overview of related work on technology in the home and
a theoretical grounding of tensions in care. We then describe our
methodology, which draws upon interaction criticism and queer theories for a reflexive critique. Next we give first-person descriptions
of the autobiographical projects, followed by the critique, through
which we illustrate four troubling orientations of technology in
the home that are grounded in care as spatial and corresponding
tensions: willful detours, selfish shortcuts, naughty invasions, and
unhappy departures. We then discuss how these orientations might
be a resource for interaction designers and broader reflections on a
"wickedness" in care that problematizes in-home technologies as
attractively naughty and potentially violent.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Tensions in Designing for the Home
Since Weiser’s [71] vision of ubiquitous computer, the home has
long been a site for interaction design research. This includes a
diverse body of work spanning from efficiency and automation,
to safety and monitoring, to pleasure and convenience. While this
discourse does not always explicitly position itself as about care, it
uses similar components and strategies as that of which is explicitly
positioned as about care. This includes "caring" digital assistants
[25] that can automate domestic labor, medical devices [39] and
baby monitors [24] for in-home health and safety, and intimate
communication [12, 40, 41, 63, 70] to conveniently bridge distances
between loved ones. The overlap in technologies, yet disconnect in
intent, highlight fine lines between care and control, surveillance,
and abuse.
A growing body of research regarding the ethics of technology in
the home [54] amid unpredictable uses [51], can be seen to render
technologies for care as unstable. Recent research on parental monitoring of infants [43] has for instance been seen to contribute to a
normalization of broader surveillance practices as necessary to a
culture of care. In The Smart Wife [56], Kennedy and Strengers give
examples that depict how remote-controlled lighting can both be
playfully used to tease, or tauntingly used to frighten. Technology
meant to build intimacy can instead become creepy. A more subtle
example includes how parents care for their children by choosing
to either maintain or restrict functionality of technological toys
among concerns that they might record media from their home
[22]. Together, these examples demonstrate unease as unintentional
byproducts rooted in designerly intents of goodwill.
Another challenge of technology in the home in designing for
care is turning away from dominant visions and harmful stereotypes
[9, 14]. This can be seen in how technology is often gendered in
the home [56, 57, 62], which does not account for divergent care
practices or technology that does not fit binary roles. Research
that aims to step away from stereotypes in the home includes the
resourceful aging project [42] that counters framing the elderly as
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incompetent, alternative visions of the Internet of Things [17] that
broaden definitions and assumptions of the home, and speculating
on different forms of domestic life [48] that aims to understand
"alternative" values and practices. Our research aligns with getting
away from simplified visions of the home and its inhabitants, and
recognizing differences that have not been previously considered
in this design space.
These challenges and contradictory appeals for and against technology in the context of caring, highlights a "wickedness" that
aligns with "wicked problems" [52] as socially complex, inconsistent, and transformative; yet discards categorizing caring for loved
ones as a problem to be solved. Devedorf et al. [18] similarly discuss their inclination to frame mothering as a wicked problem, yet
ultimately decided not to as it uncomfortably provokes a quest for
hegemonic solutions and associates mothering with history of a
gendered violence. We instead choose to stay with a "wickedness"
within care to accentuate a potential violence of technology, while
also opening for divergent practices that might embrace other definitions of wicked as attractively naughty and care as not "in-line"
with normative expectations.

2.2

Tensions of Designing for Care

We ground our inquiry into care within Joan Tronto and Berenice
Fisher’s definition of care as “everything that we do to maintain,
continue, and repair our ‘world’ so that we can live in it as well
as possible” [68]. In Matters of Care [50], Maria Puig de la Bellacasa revisits this broad definition to articulate three embedded
dimensions of care: the labor behind “maintenance”, the ethics and
politics of a pursuit for a “good” life, and the affective disposition
of “as well as possible”. Puig de la Bellacasa poses that care does
not exist if all three dimensions are not present, exemplified by the
affect to “care about” without the work to “care for” that stays in
the realm of moral intention [68]. Yet while each is always present,
the three dimensions are not always equally distributed [50, p5],
which results in tensions between the labor/work, affect/affections,
and ethics/politics of care.
In the following, we describe each dimension as a tension, which
we exemplify through and with related HCI research that illustrates
the complexities and often conflicting experiences of care [65]. We
then ground our inquiry within "everyday" informal care at home
between loved ones.
2.2.1 Tensions in affect/affection. Caring about someone or something can be considered a basis of care through the discerning of
caring needs [69]. This might include caring about a particular
child’s happiness or more broadly income inequality, both of which
imply an affective engagement with the wellbeing of a concern
or responsibility. Tensions within the affective side of care might
include expectations of performances of care as always "full of
motherly love" that can neglect the potential emotional ambivalence of care givers. Examples of this might include a mother feeling
obligated to care and feeling bad about it, or a paid care worker
who rightfully does not enjoy care labor yet is morally pressured
to employ affective engagement [50]. This tension falls under the
assumption that care giving and receiving should always feel good.
In HCI, this can be seen in research that investigates the empathetic character of researcher-participant relationships [66], and
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that which more specifically recognizes the emotional work within
Experience Centered Design as not always positive and in need of
practical strategies for navigating [6].
2.2.2 Tensions in labor/work. Care labor can be considered the
material practices that support caring. This is often discussed as the
concrete tasks of care-giving in addressing caring needs. Tensions
of labor might include well-meaning care work that is misdirected
by falsely assuming someone or something needs to be maintained,
repaired, or fixed, which can infantilize by implying a recipient is
incapable, less than, or broken [65]. This can be seen in (dis)ability
studies and "crip" care that challenges patronizing approaches and
advocates for the inclusion of new care frameworks [20, 49]. In
contrast, a tension might also include celebrating well-meaning
care labor that should be expected, which can anglify care givers
and in turn devalue the needs of care recipients. In HCI, this tension
can be seen in research on how the prioritization of task completion
in AI and Assistive Technology subverts people with disabilities,
and might instead place greater emphasis on interdependent caring
relations [11].
2.2.3 Tensions in ethics/politics. As asserted by Joan Tronto, "[c]are
is always infused with power" [69]. This includes everyday informal
practices such as the care of a child by a parent, to formal relationships between a doctor and patient, to larger political contexts that
reflect societal values and polices. All of these are bound within
ethical and political questions of what constitutes legitimate, or
"good" care, and thus are never neutral [50]. Tensions within an
ethics of care might include illegally sharing prescription drugs
with a friend who doesn’t have medical access, or the exclusion of
medical access based on a political agenda [49]. This can be seen
in feminist science studies on the politics behind feminist health
movements that, through colonial family planning initiatives, determine what lives are worth living, saving, or being born [46]. In
HCI, this tension can be seen in research that exposes the politics
behind the distribution of menstrual resources in public restrooms
[23], and in the manifestations of research subjects’ own political
agendas within participation [37].
Within the above three descriptions of tensions in care, we situate our research within the everyday caring of loved ones at home.
Toombs et al. have highlighted a research gap in "everyday" care
that due to its informal and unstructured nature is often neglected
[67]. While this "everyday" has a community focus that examines
local and extended social networks of care, we turn our focus towards everyday domestic settings that include unpaid, informal
day-to-day care that typically takes place at home or within a private familial setting. We further this delineation with a relational
focus on "loved ones" that might or might not be family members.
Within this context, normative expectations of care often include
feminized and heteronormative expectations.

3

METHODOLOGY

For our inquiry into the everyday caring of loved ones, we used autobiographical design, interaction criticism, and queering as methods.
Autobiographical design [47] is a first-person method in which the
researcher is both a designer and user of the system being studied.
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This choice of method was in response to our individual and genuine needs for the systems developed, and ongoing felt tensions of
care from during and after their use that motivated revisiting the
projects years later. Our reflexive critique of the two autobiographical projects presented draws upon interaction criticism [7] to revisit
and rigorously interrogate relationships between our cultural experiences of domestic care and our design decisions in constructing
the systems; and queering [44, 55] as a method to trouble normative
assumptions within an interplay between craft and reflection. In the
following, we further ground our methodological and theoretical
commitments.
As autobiographical designs, both projects draw upon first-person
perspectives [38] for intimate access to the motivation, construction, and use of our systems designed for the everyday care of
our families. As both makers and users, autobiographical design
[47] enables access to interactional nuance, which as highlighted
in the proposal of Design Memoirs [19], can foreground complex
emotional narratives for shared contemplation. Sharing of autobiographical experiences also raises ethical concerns [16] regarding
the potential impacts towards other closely related people. We approach this by omitting names and faces of our family members,
receiving consent (from those who can) following a review of this
manuscript, and by being transparent regarding our intentions to
how designing for the caring of "loved ones" might be approached
differently within interaction design as a result of our sharing.
In addition, a first-person critique as reflexively oriented towards
ourselves lies in a recognition of our positionalities as dynamic in
response to sharing experiences and ongoing interpretations [8, 32]:
how we interpret our designs now might differ from our initial
intentions. In this respect, our critique aligns with Light’s queering
as a method [44] in that we are not concerned with "outing" values
of the designs then or now; and instead are interested in an ongoing
mutability of our designs "that allows new truths, perspectives and
engagements to emerge through a refusal to accept definition" [44].
By drawing upon ideas of troubling [15, 28, 61], this tactic explicitly
problematizes care as "straight" within our designs to makes space
for other values and lifestyles, and can be seen in related HCI
research on disrupting toxic status quos [30], promoting inclusion
and diversity [55], and questioning gendered stereotypes [56, 58].
Although similar to Søndergaard’s [61] articulation of troubling
design, we are hesitant to broadly conceptualize this research as
"queer" or "queering" as it risks decentering gender and sexuality
in favor of a situated perspective of the "normative" [72] that we
are challenging within care. As highlighted by Hardy and Lindtner
[29], "[q]ueerness and queering means not only reinterpreting the
heteronormative for new queer uses, but also reinterpreting the
queer for further queer meaning".
We do further play upon the idea of queering as a "space-making
exercise" [44] by drawing upon the concept of orientations in queer
phenomenology [2] in which Ahmed describes as starting points for
apprehending "a shared inhabitance of people, objects, and spaces".
Moreover, she explains that "[o]rientations involve directions toward objects that affect what we do, and how we inhabit space"[2].
Through this lens, care can be viewed as bodily and spatial with different meanings being "a matter of different orientations that [are
taken] towards the objects that [care] comes into contact with" [2].
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Figure 1: Examples from our process: outlining through sketching physical locations, boundaries, and bodies (left), conceptualizing how care was directed through annotating a collage (right)
Thus, rather than focusing only on "who" is on either end of caregiving and care-receiving, a queer phenomenology of care might
orient towards and around other bodily inhabitants and dwellings
for new perspectives and alignments that are not "in-line" with
normative expectations and directions.
More practically, in approaching our own care practices as spatial,
we adopted the following process for our critique. We first wrote
autobiographic accounts of the two projects that are later presented
in this paper. Following subsequent re-readings of these accounts,
in a second step we next outlined physical locations, boundaries,
and bodies proximate to our care (see Figure 1, left image). This
was accomplished through a revisiting of process documentation,
photos, code, disassembled prototypes, and professional depictions
of the projects. The latter included an internal publication by Fernaeus, and published papers and a poster presentation by Helms
that are either centered around [31] or feature [33, 34] her project,
as well as an external publication on tensions in autobiographical
design [16] for which she was interviewed about her project relative to earlier publications. From these re-readings and revisitings,
we thirdly conceptualized how care was directed across, around,
through, or from spaces (see Figure 1, right image). This conceptualization took two forms: a) as collages to help us remember,
visualize, and share spatial arrangements; and b) as single word
semantic directions, such as detour and shortcut, to help us describe
care as spatial and not "in-line" with normative expectations. Each
word was then subsequently positioned in relation to care’s three
dimensions, labor/work, affect/affections, and ethics/politics, from
which we reflected upon an uneven distribution and corresponding
tension. Our fifth and final step was a grounding of each tension
against cultural and gendered expectations of caring for loved ones
to position each direction as an orientation. This led us to four troubling orientations of domestic care to guide a critique of the two
projects: willful detours, selfish shortcuts, naughty invasions, and
unhappy departures.

As previously mentioned, although we draw upon queer theories,
we describe the orientations as "troubling" rather than "queer"
because not all orientations challenge heteronormative constructs
and might instead be interpreted as reinforcing heteronormative
roles within their challenging of expectations of domestic care. Next
we will present two short narratives describing the projects from
our personal viewpoints, directly followed by the critical analysis
based on the four troubling orientations. Thereafter follows a short
discussion on how these orientations as a conceptual resource
helped us in articulating how wickedness may play out in design
efforts that address the caring of loved ones.

4

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL DESIGN PROJECTS

In the following we present two autobiographical design projects
from the first-person perspective of the designer/author. For each
project we describe the project’s motivation, design and technical
setup, narrative of use, and reasons why it was discontinued. These
details should be read as reflective accounts grounded in our memories and process documentation as a way to reassemble and revisit
the projects years later.
The two authors are referred to as Wife and Mother throughout
the remainder of the text. Wife refers to the first author, and as a
label intends to brings attention to her status as a white woman
in a legally recognized heteronormative relationship, which often
results in an increase of unequal care responsibilities in the home
[56]. Wife and her husband are both from North America and
currently reside in Northern Europe. Mother refers to the second
author, and as a label brings attention to her role as a white woman
with three children in a heteronormative relationship. Mother, her
partner, and her children are from and reside in Northern Europe.
While both labels in their use might perpetuate the stereotypes
within the caring for loved ones, we find them important in situating
the designs and our positionalities, and in unsettling care through
exaggeration.

Troubling Care: Four Orientations for Wickedness in Design
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Figure 2: Collage of a Wife caring for her husband superimposed with diagrams of four troubling orientations

4.1

Wife caring for her husband

This project took place in early 2017 and involved the remote monitoring of sensors at home to speculate about the wellbeing of my
partner. In the first iteration of the project, the sensors included a
temperature sensor above the stove, a pressure sensor underneath a
couch cushion, and a photocell light sensor on a floor lamp shade.
Upon typing the name of a sensor into a custom web-based chat application, I could access their raw data values or receive a disconnected
status if no value could be read or sent. The second iteration of the
project included only the photocell attached to the lamp, for which I
set approximate data thresholds that corresponded to the light being
on or off. I also incorporated a custom power-switch so that whenever
the sensor status is requested and the light is already on, the power
supply is briefly switched off, which would cause the light to flicker.
From conception to deployment, these first and second iterations of
the project lasted approximately three months, with a majority of this
time frame involving design and implementation.
This project was motivated by concerns for my partner after he and
I internationally relocated to Stockholm for my new job. Coinciding
with our move, my partner resigned from his employment to take
time away from work before exploring new career paths. This resulted
in new and often unpredictable daily routines for him, whereby I
was curious about the unfolding of each day. From a lack of regular
familiarities to inquire into, such as how an important meeting went,
I wondered if there were other ways we could communicate about
his days during this transition. This was our fourth international
relocation together in ten years, and within the previous three, one
was jointly for studies and the other two involved us relocating for
his job. Thus, my daily curiosities were entangled with concerns for
his emotional well-being based on my own experiences of adjusting to
a new city and culture while searching for employment. In response,
rather than directly probing his routines and well-being through
existing communication channels (e.g. a chat application already in

use, a phone call, or in-person when I was not at work), I wondered if
we could communicate indirectly with each other through the status
of shared things. This desire for a new method of communication
avoided what I worried would be perceived as nagging: a repetitive
inquiry of "are you okay?".
Together we discussed the possibility of indirectly communicating
with things about each other, and what information might already
exist from our everyday interactions with shared objects in our oneroom studio apartment. This brainstorm led to the first project iteration
whereby light from the floor lamp might indicate he is awake and
at home, pressure on the couch might mean he is using his computer
and online, and heat by the stove might signify current or recent
cooking. The indication of these activities did not intend to directly
map to an interpretation of his well-being, but rather would allow me
to speculate upon their ambiguity guided by my intimate knowledge
of him. Three corresponding sensors were rudimentarily taped to the
objects and connected to an Arduino Yún that sent the sensor statuses
to an online database. I then built a custom web-based (HTML and
JavaScript) chat interface from which I could query the individual
sensor status. The chat interface was minimally styled to easily request
information, rather than a continuous broadcasting of sensor activity.
Although consent was given and the status of the sensors could
be accessed by either myself or him in a reverse scenario, the power
imbalance in favor of myself became embarrassingly obvious. To
compensate for this asymmetry of interaction, I kept only the light
sensor and appropriated a power switch as a previously mentioned
awareness indicator. Narrowing down to a single sensor was thought
to create more ambiguity due to less data and thus more privacy for
him. The addition of a light flicker as an awareness indicator was
thought to lessen my power by exposing my data requests.
In the end, the project only continued for a few weeks after the
second iteration. There wasn’t a formal decision or joint discussion
that marked its ending, but rather I was only using it a few times
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per week and this use eventually stopped altogether without a direct
acknowledgement from either of us as to why. Retrospectively, I now
attribute this unremarkable phasing out to his involvement in increasingly structured activities and our settling into social routines, both
of which reduced space for ambiguity and my genuine need for such
a system.
Alongside this diminished use, I began reflecting about this project
from an interaction design research lens, which included both writing
about and presenting the project in work settings (textual snippets
seen in Figure 2). Both during and after the project’s use, I often found
myself explaining how much "he doesn’t care" that I was remotely
monitoring him, while often also inserting details that supported the
presentation of a stable relationship to further justify the project. But
I do think he cared and still does, as he cares about my work and
understood this project as related; yet this remains intimately difficult
to articulate.

4.2

Mother caring for her children

This project took place in late 2018 and involved a small “hack” as
an attempt to manage while being home alone with my 18 month
old twins, as they were both simultaneously testing out all potential
dangers in our home. While our home was already child-proofed to a
degree well beyond what we had ever considered with our first child,
the twin parenthood still felt like it posed challenges of supervision
beyond what I could manage, not least as one of the toddlers typically
would move out of sight while I needed to momentarily attend to the
other child. As an HCI researcher, and with knowledge and curiosity
towards the wide availability of affordable sensors and smart cameras that could be programmed to recognise not only movement and
sound but also more specific actions, the development of technology
to enhance child safety in home environments became an intriguing domain for me to explore further, on a personal level. The hack
was using readily available so called “smart” gadgets and systems: a
wifi-enabled motion-sensitive security camera, a bluetooth speaker,
a smart physical button (flic), all set up and coordinated wirelessly
using software running on my phone.
The basic idea for my intervention was that if a child would move
into an unsafe zone or activity, a warning signal would trigger, calling
for immediate attention/action, as well as potentially distracting the
child away from unsafe activity. In the envisioned design concept, the
alarm would trigger automatically, however for the purpose of my first
exploration it was set up in a Wizard of Oz fashion: as a parent I would
manually monitor the children, and when observing a child entering
the kitchen I’d press the physical flic button to trigger a random sound
file to play in the living room. The action also triggered a recording of
the video stream from the kitchen view, for documentation purposes.
The sounds were a selection of ten short audio clips not commonly
played out in the home environment, such as sirens, animal sounds,
and other playful noises. Central to the design was a so called "smart"
surveillance camera, which was discretely yet clearly visibly placed
in one of the flower pots hanging in the kitchen window, so that a live
overview feed from the kitchen could be followed on a smartphone
from an adjacent room, or elsewhere.
Even if it felt strange to equip our home with a system to help
keeping track of our children from another room, there already existed
a range of baby monitors with live media feeds, various smart alarm
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functions, and added features such as both-way communication between child and parent. Moreover, the design concept was motivated
by what I had read in advice for parents, that small children do not
respond well to negative feedback and are poorly equipped to make
sense of complex relations such as cause and effect, and their language
and social skills are still underdeveloped. Distraction is therefore one
of the recommended strategies to help steer small children away from
unwanted behaviour, which has proven more successful than for instance simply trying to tell the child off. Care obviously had to be put
into several aspects crucial for this design. Some issues where critical
from an ethics or safety point of view, e.g. making sure the system
did not counteract its purpose by encouraging rather than preventing
unsafe actions. This was addressed primarily by ensuring the design
to be “invisible” for the child, both physically and in terms of causal
relationship between own action and system response. Secondary design elements included variation of response (i.e. different sounds),
and also by the response happening elsewhere (i.e. hearing it play
from another room).
Thus, the hack could be motivated as a smart home system to
support families with young children to prevent accidents by automatically distracting a child when approaching an unsafe area in the
home. Although set up only for this purpose, the surveillance camera
almost immediately started to get used for other purposes, as for instance seen in Figure 3, showing a snapshot from checking how far
the pancake making was going with my partner and the older child.
On its most basic level, the system worked well; the child running
off would typically reorient and run back to check what the noise was
all about. However, for many good reasons, this design concept never
went beyond the status of the Wizard of Oz experiment.
First of all, with multiple children in the house, the loud noise
became quite a disturbance for us all, especially as it was played even
louder in the living room where the rest of the family were typically
located. Thus the siblings would get more startled by the sound than
the one the sound was intended for. So while focusing perhaps too
much on the relationship between parent and child running away, and
the potential presentations of media expressed through the system,
I hadn’t sufficiently acknowledged the existence and perspectives of
other family members, or others who may be present in our home.
Secondly, I found it weirder than expected to watch my own children
from another room. Although I would constantly keep an eye on them
anyway and quite often with camera in hand, the strangeness of being
able to overlook an activity from another room felt inherently wrong.
In one way this feeling surprised me, as of course a toddler wouldn’t
care much and this was for their security, and perhaps I could also
have got used to it. Having seen the camera view of the kitchen also
added a disturbing sense of "what if" other, unseen and unknown,
spectators would be able to spy on our family dinners? The camera
made us reflect on our kitchen as a private space, which again was
surprising, as there were already potential neighbors across the street
who already had a good view into our kitchen. My partner also didn’t
appear entirely on board with the tech-enhanced mode of motherhood
that I sneaked into our family home, and to ensure a happy ending
of the project I simply took down the security camera and ended the
experiment.

Troubling Care: Four Orientations for Wickedness in Design
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Figure 3: Collage of a Mother caring for her children superimposed with diagrams of four troubling orientations

5

FOUR TROUBLING ORIENTATIONS

We now present critical readings of the two autobiographical projects
through four troubling orientations: willful detours, selfish shortcuts, naughty invasions, and unhappy departures. Willful detours
highlight tensions in affect/affection by violating notions of "as
well as possible" through inefficient and unoptimized care. Selfish
shortcuts foreground tensions in ethics/politics through a prioritization of one’s own "good" life over loved ones. Naughty invasions
bring attention to tensions in labor/work through unwelcome exposures of care doings. Unhappy departures emphasize tensions in
affect/affection when traces of care diverge in new directions that
do not feel good. Within each, we further highlight an uneven distribution of care’s three dimensions and the bodily ways in which
humans, technologies, and spaces are oriented.

5.1

Willful Detours

Willful detours go against feminized expectations of domestic care
through inefficient and unoptimized performances of care work.
They challenge a politics of care through the actualization of care
labor, which results in tensions in the affective "as well as possible"
of what might be considered "good" domestic care. We consider
these detours because they do not reduce care labor, but create
additional roundabout work in caring through designing, making,
and monitoring; and we consider them willful [5] because they
deliberately deviate from expectations of caretakers.
While both projects can be considered "quick and dirty" hacks
relative to low fidelity details and technological appropriations,
there was still time dedicated to the design of the systems to enable
caring across spatial boundaries. These efforts rejected other readymade solutions that might be considered more in-line with our
roles as a Wife and Mother: such as Wife efficiently extending
from work to home through a phone call or Mother effectively
corralling her twins in a confined space. Furthermore, the projects

created even more work from this other work of designing. For
Wife, this additional work involved requesting sensor status data
about home through the custom chat interface from work; and for
Mother, additional work involved monitoring the camera feed in
the kitchen from her smart phone in the living room.
Although the activities require very little physical effort, there is
time and attention directed away from what is spatially proximate
towards cares in other physical spaces through the availability of
sensor statuses. In this regard, the sensors give access to caring
detours, by which we both were able to take alternative routes in the
caring for our loved ones. These routes are alternative because of
the quick glimpses afforded by the photocell and camera as sensors
that did not necessitate physically moving our attention and bodily
presence to perform care work as might be culturally expected
of us. Instead, we were able to transverse spatial boundaries by
doing other, additional and indirect work of designing, building,
and hacking the systems.
In Western contexts, feminized expectations of domestic work
have a cultural history of optimization through the "process of training oneself to identify typical causes for interruptions and [as] a system to take care of such issues without encroaching on a prioritized
schedule" [26]. By contrast, our data glimpses deliberately steered
away from optimization, and as such might be considered willful
in their explicit opposition to efficiency. Furthermore, the furtive
nature of the glimpses counter formulaic models of care whereby
peeking at just enough information about a remote physical space
opened more expansive speculative spaces of interpretation for
Wife and forecasting for Mother.
Thus, in both projects the affective "caring about" became the
laborious "caring for" in the additional and unbounded work involved in creating the systems and monitoring the sensors. In this
way, our designs as deviant and deviating routes violate notions
of "good" domestic care as systematic and streamlined. To be clear,
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it’s not that we didn’t care, it’s that we willfully cared differently
in our additional care doings, within which we perhaps could even
have been considered to have cared more.

5.2

Selfish Shortcuts

Selfish shortcuts achieve self-care by unintended or appropriated
use of systems designed for the care of others. While care work
is directed towards someone else, the affective disposition is directed towards oneself through reduced labor. This results in ethical
tensions regarding who’s "good" life is prioritized as self-care is
accelerated through the "piggybacking" on systems built on the
premise of centering others. Thus, these systems are selfish in their
redirection of attention at the potential detriment of others.
Although the two projects elicited more labor as previously described, they simultaneously "freed" us from other tasks and preoccupations. Through indirect inquiry, Wife avoided being perceived
as nagging, and in doing so she could also orient her speculations
towards her husband being "okay" rather than potentially facing
verifiable evidence or a direct response of him not doing well. As a
shortcut, she was able to be "away" [35] from affective responsibilities through redirecting attention towards how she felt and how
she wanted him to feel; and as a result, she risked not being aware
of her husband not being okay.
Through remote monitoring, Mother was freed from being in
the same room as her kids and of potentially navigating them away
from unsafe situations. These freedoms reduced physical childcare responsibilities whereby she could engage in other spatially
present activities of her choice, such as watching TV. While the multitasking housewife/mother is often considered a trope of women’s
oppression that technology can intensify by increasing opportunities for "ands" of care-taking [18], such as cooking and cleaning,
Mother’s multitasking differed in that her "and" was not explicitly
directed towards the well-being of her children or the well-being
of herself for the wellbeing of her children, but towards her own
entertainment. In effect, her shortcutting physical labor through
multitasking could have also been a distraction that interfered with
child oversight and safety response time.
This redirecting of caring for others to caring about ourselves
can be seen as a form of self-care in its most basic aim to "feel good".
The selfish nature of our prioritization over others aligns with neoliberal models of self-care as "treat yourself" [36], yet differs in a
lack of moralized self-optimization through Mother’s unproductive
multitasking and Wife’s inefficient speculating. Furthermore, the
selfish nature of our appropriation of built systems centered around
others capitalizes on an invisibility of care labor often contested in
feminist self-care movements, which in our an exploitation of technology could be seen as a political strategy for collective survival
[36].
This unresolved positioning and the resulting ethical tensions
of our shortcuts are indicative of "the symbiotic and at times contradictory relationship between self-care and care for others" [36].
Through appropriation, the systems decentered others for our own
well-being. Yet despite possible risks, the centering of ourselves did
not eliminate affect and labor towards our families, for which we
position the shortcuts as selfish.
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5.3

Naughty Invasions

Naughty invasions make "invisible" care labor overt through affective disobedience. This deliberate exposure of care work results in
tensions of how a "good" life is pursued, and in doing so, redirects
attention from care-receiving toward care-giving. They are naughty
in their playful refusal to not be seen, and invasions in their being
seen as the unwelcome capturing of attention or filling of space.
In acknowledgment of a felt power imbalance, Wife integrated
a power-switch to expose her remote checking of the light sensor.
The resulting flickers invaded the surrounding environment as
an unsolicited system feature by her husband that originated in
her own ethical concerns. In addition, actuation was dependent
on when Wife felt moved to care, rather than when her husband
might benefit from receiving care through the revealing of her
care-giving. As a flicker only showed if he was there and if the
light was on, it could have been obstructed by her husband simply
turning off the light altogether. This condition delegates privacy
as a user responsibility rather than inherent to design [73] and
further shifts, rather than balances, how power is distributed. Thus,
despite Wife’s well-meaning intentions to communicate a subtle
"I’m thinking of you," the flickers were visually "loud" as uninvited
and unanticipated spatial transformations.
The audio clips from Mother’s system can similarly be seen as
invasions. They also originated from her own felt need and design
conceptualization rather than a need or solution directly expressed
from her children, in addition to their actuation based on Mother’s
preemptive assessment of a potentially unsafe situation. The audio
clips as sounds not commonly associated with a home environment
that were grounded in an explicit intent to distract, compounded by
their ability to pervade adjacent rooms, furthers them as intrusive
from the perspective of the children, and even more so from the
perspective of a sibling or the father as potential bystanders. In
these regards, while Mother was motivated by a "good" life for her
children through a caring for their safety, this aim was accomplished
by audio that deliberately interfered with ongoing activities in other
spaces.
The naughtiness of both designs can be interpreted in the deliberate play with surveillance technology as culturally taboo and in
the corresponding irony of making our surveillance obvious. The
former attempts to frame "spying on loved ones" as possibly flirty
in the case of Wife or silly in the case of Mother, yet the invasive
qualities from displacing care from a wife and mother to technology
also position them as potentially creepy or annoying. The latter
exposes what wives and mothers are often expected to discreetly
do: "watch" over a husband without nagging or "entertain" children
through a silly tune.
Although the projects were motivated by ethics of care, the actualization of care as affectively intrusive does not resolve concerns
for power and safety. Instead, the potential effects of making care
labor unexpectedly and playfully evident through the occupation
of remote spaces results in further tensions. Thus, Wife and Mother
could be considered naughty in their disobedience of how care is
blatantly executed.
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5.4

Unhappy Departures

Unhappy departures generate ethical concerns from remnants of
exposed care labor. They depart from histories of care in new and
unexpected directions, resulting in tensions towards the original
"as well as possible" design intentions. Departures are inheritances
[50] in that they are not left behind or merely stay in the past, but
are brought forward for continued impressions and expressions of
care by givers, receivers, and others. Departures become unhappy
when expectations of happiness [3] from care work are obfuscated
by different narratives of how a "good" life is pursued.
Wife often found herself explaining how her partner did not
mind her monitoring of the sensors and him. She often further
justified potential consequences of the project to colleagues, such
as a breakup, by voluntarily offering details that exemplified the
stability of their relationship. Inheritances of care to depart from
included professional traces of use, such as presenting the project as
autobiographical research in professional settings; as well as narratives of their relationship history, such as how long they have been
together and the previous moving hardships they have overcome.
The former often resulted in departures by others, from which she
often felt her caring intentions were misunderstood as caring for a
loved one seemed to be re-framed as spying on a loved one. The
latter can be seen as her attempt to offer traces for other departures
in other directions.
By contrast, Mother often found herself departing from original
intentions of caring for her children to care for other activities, such
as how the pancake making was progressing. Her own departures
prompted other uncomfortable departures regarding the ease at
which herself, through the hack and neighbors, through the kitchen
window, can watch on her loved ones. In response to her partner’s
hesitations and her own re-framing of what might be considered
spying on loved ones, she disassembled the project. Although despite its ending, similar to Wife, there might still be traces of our
care work for future departures from colleagues, neighbors, and
ourselves.
Also, an aspect not yet known at the time of the experiment
concerns how one of the twins was later diagnosed with hearing
impairment. The child hears loud noises and therefore responded to
the system, but needs a hearing device to pick up all the nuances of
everyday speech. As then unknown, the well-intended Mother thus
designed a system that in hindsight appears almost brutal in terms
of carelessly neglecting the special needs of this particular child.
This points to the very concrete reality of caring for small children
with potentially hidden disabilities, but also to hidden personal
problems of loved ones any age, as when revealed often result in
feelings of remorse or unhappiness within those who care for them.
The unhappiness of the designs and their departures lay within
our expectations of caring for our loved ones to feel good, yet
inevitably not feeling good in response to subsequent impressions
by others and ourselves. Happiness [3] can be described as a promise
through the proximity to certain objects whereby "if you do this or
if you have that, then happiness is what follows." We were happy
in proximity to the original intents of the project, and then became
unhappy as departures of care created proximity to other possible
readings and speculations.
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Unhappy departures bring attention to the work in "caring for"
becoming the "caring about" something else. Traces of care labor can
be starting points for caring departures that might re-frame shared
backgrounds and safe spaces as unhappy pursuits of a "good" life.
In this way, caring never ends and instead continually transforms
through inherited departures that might conflict with promises of
happiness.

6

DISCUSSION

From a reflexive critique of two autobiographical projects, we have
drawn upon queering as a method to trouble caring for loved ones
as not "in-line" with normative expectations and as a conceptual
"space-making" exercise. From our critique, we have shown four
possible "un-straight" orientations that are both a spatial direction
and a position that takes into account an unequal distribution of
care’s three dimensions: willful detours, selfish shortcuts, naughty
invasions, and unhappy departures.
As a result, the four orientations surface other values, structures,
and lifestyles beyond expectations from which the everyday caring
for loved ones is often celebrated and moralized. Our approach
draws attention to a revealing of tensions within care’s three dimensions of affect/affective, labor/work, and ethics/politics. We
next consider contradictory desires for and against such tensions
as a "wickedness" that needs caring for within technologicallymediated care more broadly. We then discuss the four orientations
as generative paths for interaction designers in troubling care by
approaching it as bodily and spatial. Lastly, we offer a broader
methodological reflection on what it means to be a careful and/or
wicked researcher.

6.1

Caring for Wickedness in Design

In exploring tensions as inseparable from an unequal distribution
of care’s three dimensions, we see them as potentially to be desired.
For example, in willful detours, the creation of more inefficient work
for ourselves is seen to trouble problematic cultural expectations
of care to be optimized. Such expectations can and often result
in additional digital labor to managing care-giving (e.g. [1]) that
can be counterproductive towards a continuation of unrecognized
gendered work in the home [26]. By contrast, our willful detours care
more by also implicitly caring for, through a troubling of, a broader
politics of how technological solutions can create more invisible
labor at the expense of "virtually absent" humans [27]. Similarly,
through the appropriation of systems centered on others to care for
ourselves, selfish shortcuts highlight access to an affectively "light"
care as reassuring amid pressures to care more or about unwanted
concerns. Technological systems such as social media platforms
can provide meaningful access to the personal sharing or global
calling of care needs; while critical for the survival of many, can
also be overwhelming. Selfish shortcuts demonstrate caring less at
the potential expense of others as a political refusal to care more
[4].
Yet of course, inherent to tensions of care are conflicting concerns and power imbalances that might also cause harm in our
own or another care context. For example, in naughty invasions, an
unwelcome filling of space might feel annoying, creepy, or taunting
depending on who is present and how the presence of technology is
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exposed. The design fiction Uninvited Guests [60] explores how providing care for loved ones at a distance might compromise human
agency and autonomy through persistent notifications that interrupt and attempt to control routines. An obfuscation of naughty
invasions to avoid unwanted and potentially threatening exposure
of care-giving, such as turning off the light in Wife’s project, risks
the disruption of communication channels that might also be critical for the well-being of isolated care receivers. Through a focus on
care as transformative, unhappy Departures raise new and possibly
unanticipated ethical concerns from remnants of care labor that can
reframe original intentions or open uncomfortable narratives. Digital and physical traces of caring can remain long after a project has
ended, such as in this paper or related publications [31]; and while
a collaborative authorial voice [16] in some circumstances might
avoid uncomfortable misunderstandings, it could also mask or conceal conflict. Inheritances of labor or histories of affect can also
serve as narrative justifications within real or speculative abusive
uses of technology [10].
As previously mentioned, this contradictory appeal for and
against tensions highlights a "wickedness" within care that aligns
with the notion of "wicked problems" [52]. Similar to Devedorf et
al. [18], we hesitate to broadly imply that caring for loved ones
requires problems that should "fix" the home or its inhabitants as in
need of hegemonic solutions, but do want to stay with a potential
violence that is inseparable from engaging with care beyond simplifications of it as positive and fulfilling. In making space for care
as transformative and troubling, as not "in-line" with normative
expectations and directions, a "wickedness" in design recognizes
and seeks to make mischief of its inherent dimensions rather than
attempting to resolve tensions at the expense of potential divergent
care practices. As highlighted by related work, a careful approach
for one situation might be a careless approach for another situation; and as highlighted by our projects, staying with the tensions
between careful and careless can open for an attractive naughtiness in a seemingly careless situation and a potential violence in a
seemingly careful situation.

6.2

Designing for a Wickedness in Care

To explore designing with a wickedness of care as non-linear and
non-conforming, we approached care as spatial by drawing upon
the concept of orientations in Queer Phenomenology [2]. Orientations are both the directions that care takes towards objects and a
style that affects how we inhabit space. As described by Ahmed,
"[s]pace then becomes a question of ’turning,’ of directions taken,
which not only allow things to appear, but also enable us to find our
way through the world by situating ourselves in relation to such
things" [2]. From this perspective, queering as a method became a
literal and metaphorical "space-making exercise" [44] from which
tensions of care can be reflected upon or generatively designed
with. We see the orientations that we discovered as four possible
paths for interaction designers, either as in our case to support
self-criticism of autobiographical designs, and also to trouble uses
and misuses beyond oneself and beyond one’s own design efforts.
In describing the four orientations as not "in-line" with normative expectations and directions, we refer to them as "troubling"
rather than "queer" [61] despite drawing upon queer theories and
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queering as a spatial term. While we position all four orientations
as disruptive to status quo, not all challenge heteronormative constructs and might instead even be interpreted as reinforcing them
within caring for loved ones. For example, selfish shortcuts unsettles
contradictory expectations between caring for oneself and caring
for others, and yet in doing so also remains aligned with Western
notions of individualism and heteronormative partnerships. Thus
what each orientation troubles is situated within constructs of what
might be considered "normative" care at home.
In returning to wickedness as an attractive naughtiness, this
framing may help in diversifying the notions and understandings of
what technology-mediated care is and what it could be. "Care" might
also be conceptually understood as implicit in settings in which
it may not be explicitly stated or considered. This further implies
being aware of the tensions and power relations, which includes
the potential playful clowning that might make it a bit naughty, and
also the potential violence that can occur, whether directly or as a
departure. The four troubling orientations could thus be read as unstraightening devices [2] that help designers conceptually connect
back to care as non-linear, refusing to be "‘straight’ as an effect
of constant repetition and reproduction of these expectations and
alignments" [2]. Thus, what it means to approach domestic care as
bodily and spatial is about not separating relations of care from our
bodily ways of inhabiting the world. Approaching care in this way
can open up a design space whereby tensions could be resources
for considering values and lifestyles that might differ from situated,
yet thick and often contradictory, stereotypical expectations of
designing with care.

6.3

Careful Design Research

Here we offer a methodological reflection regarding doing autobiographical work with our families and a critique of this work
that challenges dominant ways of belonging as designers and researchers. In a sense, we can easily imagine how our interventions might be considered insignificant in light of world-wide challenges of meeting global care needs. We ourselves have at times
felt tempted to dispel them as mere "wicked solutions to personal
problems", with personal problems as pointing to something of
non-interest by anyone outside of our own homes, and which we
attempted, but failed to address. Needless to say, our privileged
positions as academics, along with our statuses as white, Western,
cis women cannot be neglected here. Within both of the projects
presented, we experienced a sense of "naughtiness" as both autobiographical researchers and participants, and also as partners and
a mother within the quirky interactions designed for our families.
This brings to our mind similar concerns as those brought up by
Brown et al.’s [13] study on the interpersonal complexities of conducting field trials in the wild, and for instance how users implicitly
or explicitly may attempt to be a "good participant", which naturally
comes with its own bias. As autobiographical design researchers,
we similarly find ourselves reflecting on what it means to be "good
participants" here, in our dual relationships of designing for ourselves and our loved ones, but simultaneously also for a research
community within which we want to belong.
This calls for new conceptual tools for the design community
to better support analysis and criticism of projects immersed in
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intimate settings, to unpack the implicit, sometimes unwanted, nonstereotypical, or wicked qualities of care as expressed in real life and
in the works of design. We believe the four conceptual directions
that we explore may work as one such resource, and which may
also be useful for other researchers as a framework to guide or start
new and other explorations. In particular, we found the approach
of articulating and describing potentially "un-straight" directions of
care, inspired by space making as described by feminist and queer
theory, helpful in conceptual mapping of a complex design space.
We also would like to highlight the values that we experience
in the revisiting of design work over time (short-term and longterm) in relation to changes in positionality, as also previously
experienced by Helms [32] through the shifting roles and contexts
of ourselves and others. For example, in considering "unhappy
departures", life situations are as such ephemeral and looking back
at them adds new layers that bring something inherently different
than as was once there. In particular, our experiences from looking
back now from the outside to craft the reflections presented, helped
us in articulating how designing for loved ones need to be locally
and temporally caught, yet with space that allows them to float
away and themselves to turn into objects of storytelling. In that
sense, they become personal histories, but also help reflecting on
the complexities of autobiographical research practices.

7

CONCLUSION

Caring for loved ones is an increasingly relevant issue for interaction design, not least in the light of the ongoing pandemic, as
families worldwide have shared new demands of practices and
routines related to home-office and home-schooling, caring for
vulnerable family members at a distance, quarantine regulations
resulting in physical separations between partners, and simply
staying connected with friends. A central part in these practices is
appropriation of new and technologically mediated ways of caring.
Through critiquing two autobiographical design projects designed
for informal, everyday care of our families, we argue that careful design cannot be disconnected from particular interpersonal contexts
of use, and how tensions in care can be desired and generative, but
also loading design efforts with alternative meanings. Through our
analysis we discovered four troubling orientations for articulating
how designing for the care of loved ones could be "un-straight",
or wicked: willful detours, selfish shortcuts, naughty invasions, and
unhappy departures. We concluded by discussing a "wickedness"
in caring for loved ones that complicates in-home technologies as
attractively naughty and potentially violent, and the four orientations as resources for interaction designers to navigate within the
wicked design space of care.
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